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Abstract
Let R be a commutative ring R with 1. In [P.K. Sharma, S.M. Bhatwadekar, A note on graphical repre-
sentation of rings, J. Algebra 176 (1995) 124–127], Sharma and Bhatwadekar defined a graph on R, Γ (R),
with vertices as elements of R, where two distinct vertices a and b are adjacent if and only if aR+bR = R.
Let Γ2(R) be the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by non-unit elements. In this paper, we derive several prop-
erties of Γ2(R). We are able to characterize those rings R for which Γ2(R) − J (R) is a forest and those
rings R for which Γ2(R) − J (R) is Eulerian, where J (R) is the Jacobson radical of R. We are also able to
show that ω(Γ2(R)) = |Max(R)|, where ω(G) is the clique number of a graph G and Max(R) is the set of
maximal ideals of R. Moreover, we find all finite rings R such that the genus of Γ2(R) (resp. Γ (R)) is at
most one.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, R will denote a commutative ring with 1. If S is a subset of R, we denote
S − {0} by S∗. Also, we use Zn for the ring of integers modulo n and Fq for the finite field with
q elements.
The study of algebraic structures, using the properties of graph theory, tends to exciting re-
search topic in the last decade. There are many papers on assigning a graph to a ring. In [3],
Beck introduced the idea of a zero-divisor graph of a commutative ring R with 1. He defined
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adjacent if and only if ab = 0. In [2], the authors studied the subgraph of Γ0(R) whose set of
vertices is Z(R)∗. Recently, in [8], Sharma and Bhatwadekar defined another graph on R, Γ (R),
with vertices as elements of R, where two distinct vertices a and b are adjacent if and only if
aR + bR = R. With this definition, they showed that χ(Γ (R)) < ∞ if and only if R is a finite
ring, where χ(G) is the chromatic number of a graph G. Later, in [6], the authors characterized
the connectedness and the diameter of the graph Γ2(R)− J (R), where Γ2(R) is the subgraph of
Γ (R) generated by non-unit elements and J (R) is the Jacobson radical of R. The goal of this
paper is to study the behavior of Γ2(R), such as the girth and the genus of Γ2(R). In Section 3,
we are able to determine those rings R for which Γ2(R)− J (R) is a forest and those rings R for
which Γ2(R) − J (R) is Eulerian. Moreover, we show that ω(Γ2(R)) = |Max(R)|, where ω(G)
is the clique number of a graph G and Max(R) is the set of maximal ideals of R.
One of the most interesting subjects of topological graph theory is to embed a graph into a
surface. Simply stated, that is to draw a graph on a surface so that no two edges cross one another.
The simplest cases of this problem is when the surface is a plane or a torus; if a graph can be
embedded in a plane, we say the graph is planar and if a graph can be embedded in a torus not a
plane, we say the graph is toroidal. There are many papers where these two concepts have been
discussed. See for example [1,9,10]. In this paper, we are able to find all finite rings R such that
Γ (R) (resp. Γ2(R)) is either planar or toroidal.
2. Preliminaries
We review some background from graph theory in this section.
A simple graph G is an ordered pair of disjoint sets (V ,E) such that V = V (G) is the vertex
set of G and E = E(G) is the edge set of G. Often, we write G for V (G). The order of a
graph G, written by |G|, is the cardinality of V (G). Let v ∈ V ; then the degree of v, denoted by
deg(v), is the number of edges of G incident with v. A subgraph of G is a graph having all of its
vertices and edges in G. Let V ′ ⊆ V (G); then G−V ′ is the subgraph of G obtained by deleting
the vertices in V ′ and all the edges incident with them. Similarly, if E′ ⊆ E(G), then G − E′ is
the subgraph of G obtained by deleting the edges in E′. If V ′ = {x ∈ V | deg(x)  1}, then we
use G˜ for the subgraph G− V ′ and call it the reduction of G. For any set S of vertices of G, the
induced subgraph 〈S〉 is the maximal subgraph of G with vertex set S. Thus, two vertices of S
are adjacent in 〈S〉 if and only if they are adjacent in G.
A graph G is said to be connected if for any u and v in G there exists a path from u to v.
A graph G is said to be totally disconnected if the edge set E(G) = ∅. The distance d(u, v)
between two vertices u and v in G is the length of a shortest path walking through distinct
vertices joining u and v, if any; otherwise d(u, v) = ∞. The diameter of a graph G, denoted
by diam(G) or simply d(G), is max{d(u, v) | u and v are distinct vertices in G}. The girth of
a graph G, denoted by g(G), is the length of the minimal cycle in G. If G has no cycles, then
g(G) = ∞ and G is called a forest. G is called a tree if G is connected and has no cycles. A finite
connected graph is Eulerian if there exists a closed trail (a trail is a walk with all the edges are
distinct) containing every edge. A subset C of the vertex set of G is called a clique if any two
distinct vertices of C are adjacent; the number ω(G) is the least upper bound of the size of the
cliques.
A bipartite graph (bigraph) G is a graph whose point set V can be partitioned into two subsets
V1 and V2 such that every edge of G joins V1 with V2. If G contains every possible edge joining
V1 and V2, then G is a complete bipartite graph. If |V1| = m and |V2| = n, we use the sym-
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bol Km,n for the complete bipartite graph. Moreover, if m = 1 or n = 1, then G is called a star
graph. A graph in which each pair of distinct vertices is joined by an edge is called a complete
graph. We use Kn for the complete graph with n vertices.
A simple graph is said to be planar if it can be drawn in the plane or on the surface of a sphere.
It is known that K3,3 and K5 are not planar and can be drawn without crossings on the surface of
a torus. The torus can be thought of as a sphere with one handle. More generally, a surface is said
to be of genus g if it is topologically homeomorphic to a sphere with g handles. Thus the genus
of a sphere is zero and the one of a torus is one. A graph can be drawn without crossings on the
surface of genus g, but not on the one of genus g − 1, is called a graph of genus g. We write
γ (G) for the genus of a graph G. Therefore γ (K3,3) = γ (K5) = 1. A well-known fact is that if
G is a connected graph of genus g, then any presentation of G on a surface of genus g satisfies
n − m+ f = 2 − 2g and 2m 3f , where n,m,f are the vertices, edges and faces according to
the presentation. We next give some known results from [5] which will be used later.
Lemma 2.1. γ (Kn) = { 112 (n − 3)(n − 4)}, where {x} is the least integer that is greater than or
equal to x. In particular, γ (Kn) = 1 if n = 5,6,7.
Proof. See, for example, [5, Theorem 11.18]. 
Lemma 2.2. γ (Km,n) = { 14 (m− 2)(n− 2)}, where {x} is the least integer that is greater than or
equal to x. In particular, γ (K4,4) = γ (K3,n) = 1 if n = 3,4,5,6.
Proof. See, for example, [5, Theorem 11.19]. 
The following remark is an easy observation.
Remark 2.3. (i) γ (H) γ (G) for all subgraphs H of G.
(ii) γ (G˜) = γ (G) if G˜ is the reduction of G.
The graphs in Figs. 1-1 and 1-2 are 3-connected planar graphs that will be used later. It is
known that any 3-connected planar graph can be uniquely embedded on a sphere. Hence we
have the following remarks.
Remark 2.4. (i) Suppose that the graph in Fig. 1-1 is a subgraph of G and G contains vertices
{w1,w2} and edges {w1u2,w1u3,w2u4,w3u5}. Then G is not planar.
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Then G is not planar.
(iii) Suppose that the graph in Fig. 1-1 is a subgraph of G and G contains a vertex {w} that is
adjacent to ui for every i. Then G is not planar.
In the sequel, if G and H are graphs, we use H ⊆ G for the fact that H is a subgraph of G
and H = G for the fact that H is isomorphic to G. A trivial fact one should know is that if R and
S are isomorphic as rings, then Γ (R) = Γ (S).
3. Properties of Γ2(R)
Throughout this section, let R be a ring, J (R) (resp. U(R)) be the Jacobson radical (resp.
the set of units) of R. Let Γ (R) be the graph represented by R with the definition of Sharma
and Bhatwadekar, Γ1(R) be the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by the set of units and Γ2(R) be the
subgraph of Γ (R) induced by the set of non-units. The following results concerning the graph
Γ2(R) − J (R) are shown in [8].
Theorem 3.1. Γ2(R) − J (R) is connected and diam(Γ2(R) − J (R)) 3.
Proposition 3.2. The following hold:
(i) diam(Γ2(R) − J (R)) = 1 if and only if R ∼= Z2 × Z2.
(ii) diam(Γ2(R) − J (R)) = 2 if and only if
(a) J (R) is a prime ideal.
(b) |Max(R)| = 2 and R  Z2 × Z2,
where Max(R) is the set of maximal ideals of R.
In this paper, we continue investigating the behavior of Γ2(R). For this, we first observe the
following easy results:
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a ring and S = R/J (R); then the following hold:
(i) |Max(R)| = |Max(S)|.
(ii) g(Γ2(R)) = g(Γ2(S)).
(iii) ω(Γ2(R)) = ω(Γ2(S)).
Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) and (iii) follow from the fact that if a, b are non-units then a and b are
adjacent in Γ2(R) if and only if a + J (R) and b + J (R) are adjacent in Γ2(S). 
In fact, there are some other numerical invariants of both Γ2(R) and Γ2(S) that are the same.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a ring such that J (R) = 0. If R has no nontrivial idempotents and aR +
bR = R for some non-units a and b, then there is a non-unit x ∈ R∗ − {a, b} such that x is
adjacent to a, b and ab.
Proof. Since aR + bR = R, there are s, t ∈ R such that as + bt = 1. If ab = 0, then as =
as(as + bt) = (as)2, so that as is a nontrivial idempotent, a contradiction. Therefore ab = 0.
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and bR + xR = R. 
In this section, we are able to obtain the following results.
Theorem 3.5. The following are equivalent for Γ2(R) − J (R):
(i) Γ2(R) − J (R) is a forest.
(ii) Γ2(R) − J (R) is either totally disconnected or a star graph.
(iii) R is either a local ring which is not a field or R is isomorphic to Z2 ×F , where F is a field.
Proof. (iii) ⇒ (i) and (iii) ⇒ (ii) are clear.
(i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose Γ2(R)−J (R) is not totally disconnected. Then there are non-units a, b ∈ R
such that aR + bR = R. If R has no nontrivial idempotents then a − b − a2 − b2 − a is a cycle,
a contradiction. So, R ∼= R1 × R2 for some rings Ri . We claim that Ri is a field for every i.
Suppose not. We may assume that R1 is not a field. If |Max(R1)|  2, then there are maximal
ideals m1 and m2 of R1 such that R1 =m1 +m2; so that there are elements a ∈m1 and b ∈m2
such that 1R1 = a+b. It follows that (1,0)− (a,1)− (b,1)− (1,0) is a triangle, a contradiction.
Therefore R1 is local with a unique maximal ideal, say m. If m = 0, then there is an element
a ∈m∗, so that (0,1) − (1,0) − (a,1) − (1 + a,0) − (0,1) is a cycle as 1 + a is a unit different
from 1, a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that Ri is a field for every i. If so, it is easy to see
that Γ2(R) − J (R) is either a star graph or g(Γ2(R)) 4. This complete the proof.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) If Γ2(R)− J (R) is totally disconnected, then R is a local ring which is not a field
is clear. So, we may assume from now on that Γ2(R) − J (R) is a star graph. From the proof
of (i) ⇒ (ii), R ∼= F1 × F2 with fields Fi . Since Γ2(R) − J (R) is a star graph, one of the Fi
is Z2. 
Corollary 3.6. The following are equivalent for Γ2(R) − J (R):
(i) Γ2(R) − J (R) is a tree.
(ii) Γ2(R) − J (R) is a star graph.
(iii) R is isomorphic to Z2 × F , where F is a field.
Theorem 3.7. (i) Γ2(R) − J (R) is totally disconnected or a star graph or g(Γ2(R)) 4.
(ii) If R contains a nontrivial nilpotent, then Γ2(R) − J (R) is totally disconnected or
g(Γ2(R)) 4.
Proof. (i) Suppose that Γ2(R) − J (R) is neither totally disconnected nor a star graph. Then
|Max(R)|  2. Let m1 and m2 be two maximal ideals of R; then there are a ∈ m1 and b ∈ m2
such that a+b = 1. If R has no nontrivial idempotents, then a−b−a2 −b2 −a is a cycle, so that
g(Γ2(R)) 4. Therefore, we may assume from now on that R has nontrivial idempotents. Then
R ∼= R1 ×R2 for some rings Ri . If one of the Ri is not a field, then from the proof of (i) ⇒ (ii) of
Theorem 3.5, g(Γ2(R)) 4. If Ri is a field for every i, then every Ri contains at least 2 units as
Γ2(R) − J (R) is not a star graph, so that C4 is a subgraph of Γ2(R). This completes the proof.
(ii) By assumption, there exists an element c ∈ R∗ such that c2 = 0. Suppose that Γ2(R) −
J (R) is not totally disconnected. Then |Max(R)|  2. So, there are elements a and b such that
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(b + c)R = R. Therefore, a − (b + c)− (a + c) − b − a is a cycle of length 4. 
Corollary 3.8. (i) If Γ2(R) − J (R) contains a cycle, then g(Γ2(R)) 4.
(ii) If R contains no nontrivial idempotents and |Max(R)| 2, then g(Γ2(R)) 4.
Another consequence of Theorem 3.5 is that if |Max(R)| 3, then g(Γ2(R)) 4. However,
we can obtain more.
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a ring such that |Max(R)| 2. Then the following hold:
(i) If J (R) = 0 and R has no nontrivial idempotents, then ω(Γ2(R)) = ∞.
(ii) ω(Γ2(R)) = |Max(R)|.
Proof. (i) Let C = {x1, . . . , xn} be a clique in Γ2(R) − J (R), i.e., xi is not a unit for every
i and xiR + xjR = R for every i = j . Let x = x1 and y = ∏ni=2 xi ; then xR + yR = R. By
Lemma 3.4, there is a non-unit xn+1 such that xn+1R + xyR = R. It follows that xn+1 /∈ C and
xn+1 is adjacent to every vertex in C. Thus, there is a clique of length n+1. We can now conclude
that ω(Γ2(R)) = ∞.
(ii) It is clear that the conclusion holds if |Max(R)| = 2. Hence we may assume that
|Max(R)|  3. We may further assume that J (R) = 0 by Lemma 3.3 and ω(Γ2(R)) is fi-
nite. Hence by (i), R has nontrivial idempotents. Let R ∼= R1 × R2 for some rings Ri . Let
m = |Max(R)| and mi = |Max(Ri)|. Observe that m1 + m2 = m and mi  1. By induction,
m1 = ω(Γ2(R1)) and m2 = ω(Γ2(R2)). Let C1 = {x1, . . . , xm1} be a maximal clique in Γ2(R1)
if m1  2 and C2 = {y1, . . . , ym2} be a maximal clique in Γ2(R2) if m2  2. If m1 = 1, then
m2  2, so that {(0,1), (1, y1), . . . , (1, ym2)} is a clique in Γ2(R). It follows that ω(Γ2(R))m.
If m2 = 1, then m1  2, so that {(1,0), (x1,1), . . . , (xm1,1)} is a clique in Γ2(R). It follows that
ω(Γ2(R))m. If mi  2 for every i, then
{
(x1,1), . . . , (xm1,1), (1, y1), . . . , (1, ym2)
}
is a clique in Γ2(R). It follows that ω(Γ2(R))m. 
To end this section, we characterize those finite rings for which Γ2(R) is Eulerian. Recall
that a finite connected graph is Eulerian if there exists a closed trail containing every edge. It
is known [5, Theorem 7.1] that a graph G is Eulerian if and only if each vertex of G has even
degree. Observe that if Γ2(R)−J (R) is finite, then R ∼= R1 ×R2 ×· · ·×Rk for some finite local
rings Ri and every non-unit is a zero-divisor, i.e., V (Γ2(R)) = Z(R). If moreover Γ2(R)−J (R)
is non-empty, then k  2.
Theorem 3.10. Let R ∼= R1 × R2 × · · · × Rk be a finite ring, where Ri is a finite local ring for
every i and k  2. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Γ2(R) − J (R) is Eulerian.
(ii) R  Z2 × · · · × Z2 and R  R1 × · · · ×Rt × Z2 × · · · × Z2, where |Ri | is odd for i  t and
1 t < k.
(iii) For some i, |Ri | = 2r with r  2 or |Ri | is odd for every i.
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i  j + 1.
(i) ⇒ (ii) If R ∼= Z2 × · · · × Z2, then the degree of ek−1 is the cardinality of the set
{(a1, . . . , ak) | ak = 1, (a1, . . . , ak−1) is not a unit in Z2 × · · · × Z2}. Thus the degree of ek−1
is 2k−1 − 1, which is odd, a contradiction. Assume R ∼= R1 × · · · ×Rt × Z2 × · · · × Z2 for some
t , 1  t < k, and |Ri | is odd for every i  t . Observe that the vertices which are adjacent to et
belong to the set
{
(a1, . . . , ak)
∣∣ ai is a unit for i  t + 1 and (a1, . . . , at ) is not a unit in R1 × · · · × Rt
}
.
Therefore, the cardinality of the set is
∏t
i=1 |Ri | −
∏t
i=1 |Ri −mi | which is odd, where mi is the
maximal ideal of Ri . So, Γ2(R) − J (R) is not Eulerian, a contradiction.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) is easy.
(iii) ⇒ (i) We first suppose that |Ri | = 2r with r  2 for some i. Assume i = 1 and R′ =
R2 × · · · × Rk ; then R = R1 × R′. We will show that every vertex in Γ2(R) − J (R) is of even
degree. Let (a, b) ∈ R1 × R′ such that (a, b) ∈ Z(R) − J (R).
Case 1. a is a unit. In this case, the degree of (a, b) is the same as the degree of (1,0), which is
a multiple of |m1|, where m1 is the maximal ideal of R1. Therefore, the degree of (a, b) is even.
Case 2. b is a unit. In this case, the degree of (a, b) is the same as the degree of (0,1), which is
a multiple of |R1 −m1|. Therefore, the degree of (a, b) is even.
Now, assume that |Ri | is odd for every i. To show that Γ2(R)− J (R) is Eulerian, it is enough
to show that the degree of every element in the following set is even:
{
(a1, . . . , ak)
∣∣ ai = 1 for i  t and ai = 0 for i > t for some t, 1 t < k
}
.
However, the degree of every element in the set is given by the formula:
∏k
i=t+1 |Ri − mi | ·
(
∏t
i=1 |Ri | −
∏t
i=1 |Ri −mi |) which is even, where mi is the maximal ideal of Ri . 
4. Genera of some special rings
From now on, let R be a finite ring and Γ (R) be defined as in the introduction. Let Γ2(R)
be the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by non-unit elements; then V (Γ2(R)) = Z(R). Moreover,
γ (Γ2(R)) = γ (Γ2(R) − J (R)), where J (R) is the Jacobson radical of R.
In order to simplify the proofs of our main results in next sections, we discuss γ (Γ (R)) and
γ (Γ2(R)) in this section for some specific rings.
Lemma 4.1. Let R = Z2 × S, where S is a finite local ring which is not a field. If |S| = 8 or 9,
then γ (Γ2(R)) = 1.
Proof. Let m be the maximal ideal of S.
Assume that |S| = 8. Then |m| = 4 or 2. However, m/m2 is a non-zero vector space over the
residue field |S/m|. Thus, |m/m2|  |S/m|. Therefore |m| = 4. Let w1,w2,w3,w4 be the four
units in S and w5,w6,w7 be the three non-zero elements in m. Let u1 = (1,0), u2 = (1,w5),
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is {ui, vj | 1 i, j  4} and Γ2(R) − J (R) = K4,4. Therefore, γ (Γ2(R)) = 1.
Assume that |S| = 9. Then |m| = 3. Let w1, . . . ,w6 be the six units in S and w7,w8 be
the two non-zero elements in m. Let u1 = (1,0), u2 = (1,w7), u3 = (1,w8) and vi = (0,wi)
for i = 1, . . . ,6; then the vertex set of Γ2(R) − J (R) is {ui, vj | 1  i  3,1  j  6} and
Γ2(R) − J (R) = K3,6. Therefore, γ (Γ2(R)) = 1. 
Example 4.2. Γ2(R) is planar if R is one of the following rings: Z2 × Fq , Z3 × Fq , Z4 × Fq ,
Z2[x]
(x2)
× Fq .
Proof. It is enough to show that Γ2(R) is planar if R = Z4 × Fq . Suppose that F∗q =
{a, a2, . . . , aq−1}. Then
V
(
Γ2(R)
)= {(0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0), (0, ai), (2, ai) ∣∣ i = 1, . . . , q − 1}.
Let u1 = (1,0), u2 = (3,0), vi = (0, ai) and vi+q−1 = (2, ai) for i = 1, . . . , q − 1; then ui and
vj are adjacent for all i, j in Γ2(R) − J (R) and Γ2(R) − J (R) = K2,2q−2, so that Γ2(R) is
planar. 
Example 4.3. γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 if R is one of the following rings: Z4 × Z4, Z2 × Z2 × Z3,
Z2 × Z2 × F4, Z2 × Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
Proof. (i) Assume that R = Z4 × Z4. Let u1 = (1,0), u2 = (3,0), u3 = (1,2), u4 = (3,2),
v1 = (0,1), v2 = (0,3), v3 = (2,1) and v4 = (2,3); then the vertex set of Γ2(R) − J (R) is
{ui, vi | 1 i, j  4} and Γ2(R) − J (R) = K4,4, so that γ (Γ2(R)) = 1.
(ii) Assume that R = Z2 × Z2 × Z3. Let u1 = (1,1,0), u2 = (1,0,1), u3 = (1,0,2), u4 =
(0,1,1), u5 = (0,1,2), w1 = (0,0,1), w2 = (0,0,2), w3 = (0,1,0) and w4 = (1,0,0); then
V (G) = {u1, . . . , u5,w1, . . . ,w4}
and
E(G) = {u1u2, u1u3, u1u4, u1u5, u2u4, u2u5, u3u4, u3u5}
∪ {w1u1,w2u1,w3u2,w3u3,w4u4,w4u5},
where G = Γ2(R) − J (R). Note that the subgraph induced by {u1, . . . , u5} of G is shown
in Fig. 1-1. Since G contains vertices {w3,w4} and edges {w3u2,w3u3,w4u4,w4u5}, by Re-
mark 2.4(i), γ (G) 1. Moreover, the reduction of G has seven vertices, G˜ is a subgraph of K7.
Therefore γ (G) = 1.
(iii) Assume that R = Z2 × Z2 × F4. Let G = Γ2(R) and F∗4 = {a, a2, a3}. Let u1 = (1,0, a),
u2 = (1,0, a2), u3 = (1,0, a3), v1 = (0,1, a), v2 = (0,1, a2), v3 = (0,1, a3), w1 = (1,1,0),
w2 = (0,1,0) and w3 = (1,0,0); then G˜ is induced by {ui, vi,wi | i = 1,2,3}. Observe that
uiR + vjR = R for every i, j . Therefore γ (G) γ (K3,3) 1. Since G˜ is a subgraph of K3,3,3
and γ (K3,3,3) = 1 by [5, Exercise 11.29], γ (G˜) = 1.
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(iv) Assume that R = Z2 × Z2 × Z4. Let u′ = (1,1,2), u1 = (1,1,0), u2 = (1,0,1),
u3 = (1,0,3), u4 = (0,1,1), u5 = (0,1,3), w1 = (0,0,1), w2 = (0,0,3), w3 = (0,1,0),
w4 = (1,0,0), w5 = (0,1,2) and w6 = (1,0,2); then
V (G) = {u′, u1, . . . , u5,w1, . . . ,w6}
and
E(G) = {u′u2, u′u3, u′u4, u′u5, u1u2, u1u3, u1u4, u1u5, u2u4, u2u5, u3u4, u3u5}
∪ {w1u′,w2u′,w1u1,w2u1,w3u2,w3u3,w4u4,w4u5,w5u2,w5u3,w6u4,w6u5},
where G = Γ2(R) − J (R). Note that Γ (Z2 × Z2 × Z3) is a subgraph of Γ (R). Therefore,
γ (G) 1 by (ii). However, γ (G) = 1 by Fig. 2.
(v) Assume that R = Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2. Let u1 = (1,1,1,0), u2 = (1,1,0,1), u3 =
(1,0,1,1), u4 = (0,1,1,1), v1 = (0,0,1,1), v2 = (1,1,0,0), v3 = (0,1,0,1), v4 = (1,0,1,0),
v5 = (1,0,0,1), v6 = (0,1,1,0), w1 = (0,0,0,1), w2 = (0,0,1,0), w3 = (0,1,0,0) and
w4 = (1,0,0,0); then
V (G) = {u1, . . . , u4, v1, . . . , v6,w1, . . . ,w4}
and
E(G) = {uiuj | 1 i < j  4} ∪ {uiwi | i = 1, . . . ,4}
∪ {v1u1, v1u2, v2u3, v2u4, v3u1, v3u3, v4u2, v4u4, v5u1, v5u4, v6u2, v6u3}
∪ {v1v2, v3v4, v5v6},
where G = Γ2(R) − J (R). Let H be the subgraph of G induced by {u1, . . . , u4, v1, v2} and
H ′ = H − {u1u4, u2u3}; then the graph H ′ is shown in Fig. 1-2. Since G contains edges
{u1u4, u2u3}, by Remark 2.4(ii), γ (G)  1. Fig. 3 shows that the reduction of G has genus
one; so γ (G) = 1. 
We now provide some special rings with γ (Γ (R)) = 1 or γ (Γ (R)) 2.
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Example 4.4. Let R ∼= Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2 or R ∼= Z2 × Z2 × Z3; then γ (Γ (R)) 2.
Proof. (i) Assume that R = Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2. Let u1 = (1,1,1,0), u2 = (1,1,0,1), u3 =
(1,0,1,1), u4 = (0,1,1,1), v1 = (0,0,1,1), v2 = (1,1,0,0), v3 = (0,1,0,1), v4 = (1,0,1,0),
v5 = (1,0,0,1), v6 = (0,1,1,0) and w = (1,1,1,1). Let G be the subgraph of Γ (R) induces
by {u1, . . . , u4, v1, . . . , v6,w}. Then
E(G) = {uiuj | 1 i < j  4} ∪ {uiw,vjw | 1 i  4,1 j  6}
∪ {v1v2, v3v4, v5v6}
∪ {v1u1, v1u2, v2u3, v2u4, v3u1, v3u3, v4u2, v4u4, v5u1, v5u4, v6u2, v6u3}.
Let H = G−{w}; then H is the reduction of Γ2(R), so that γ (H) = 1 by Example 4.3. Therefore
γ (Γ (R)) γ (G) γ (H) 1. We shall show that γ (G) 2 in the following.
Suppose on the contrary that γ (G) = 1. Observe that |V (G)| = 11, |E(G)| = 31, |V (H)| =
10 and |E(H)| = 21. Fix a presentation of G on the surface of a torus. Then, by the Eu-
ler characteristic formula, there are 20 faces in the presentation, say {F1, . . . ,F20}. Now, by
deleting {w} and the edges incident with {w}, we obtain a presentation of H . Observe that
the presentation of G can be recovered from the presentation of H by inserting {w} and the
edges incident with {w} into the presentation of H . Observe also that the presentation of H has
11 faces, say {F ′1, . . . ,F ′11}. Let sF ′i be the length of the face F ′i ; then
∑11
i=1 sF ′i = 42. Assume
that sF ′1  sF ′2  · · · sF ′11 . Then the following hold:
(a) sF ′i = 3 for i  8.(b) sF ′9  4.(c) sF ′10  5.(d) sF ′11  10 (the degree of w is 10).
Let e1 = v1v2, e2 = v3v4, e3 = v5v6 and tF ′i = |F ′i ∩ {e1, e2, e3}| (the number of edges of{e1, e2, e3} appearing in F ′). Notice that the following hold:i
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(e) If tF ′i = 1, then sF ′i  4.(f) If tF ′i = k  2, then sF ′i  3k.
(g) ∑11i=1 tF ′i = 6.
From (a) to (g), we see that tF ′i = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,8 and tF ′i  1 for i = 9,10.
Now, if tF ′11  5, then sF ′11  15; so that
∑11
i=1 sF ′i  45, a contradiction. If tF ′11 = 4, then
tF ′10 = tF ′9 = 1, so that
∑11
i=1 sF ′i  24 + 4 + 4 + 12 = 44, a contradiction. If tF ′11  3, we get a
contradiction, too. So, we conclude that γ (G) 2.
(ii) Let R = Z2 × Z2 × Z3 and let G be the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by {u1, u2, u3,
v1, . . . , v7}, where u1 = (1,1,1), u2 = (1,1,2), u3 = (1,1,0), v1 = (1,0,1), v2 = (1,0,2),
v3 = (0,0,1), v4 = (0,0,2), v5 = (0,1,1), v6 = (0,1,2) and v7 = (1,0,0). Then
E(G) = {uivj | 1 i  3,1 j  6}
∪ {v1v5, v1v6, v2v5, v2v6, v5v7, v6v7, u1v7, u2v7}
∪ {u1u2, u1u3, u2u3}.
So, |V (G)| = 10 and |E(G)| = 29. Let H = G − {v5, v6, v7} − {u1u2, u1u3, u2u3}; then
H = K3,4, so that γ (Γ (R)) γ (G) γ (H) 1. We will show that γ (G) 2 in the following.
Suppose on the contrary that γ (G) = 1. Fix a presentation of G on the surface of a torus. Then
there are 19 faces in the presentation, say {F1, . . . ,F19}. Now, by deleting {u1u2, u1u3, u2u3},
{v5, v6, v7} and the edges incident with {v5, v6, v7}, we obtain a presentation of H . Ob-
serve that the presentation of G can be recovered from the presentation of H by the fol-
lowing inserting steps: (a) inserting {v5, v6, v7} and the edges {uivj | 1  i  3, j = 5,6} ∪
{u1v7, u2v7, v5v7, v6v7}; (b) inserting the edges {v1v5, v1v6, v2v5, v2v6}; (c) inserting the edges
{u1u2, u1u3, u2u3}. Observe also that the presentation of H has 5 faces, say {F ′1, . . . ,F ′5}. Let
sF ′i be the length of face F
′
i ; then
∑5
i=1 sF ′i = 24 and sF ′i is even for every i. Assume that
sF ′1  sF ′2  · · · sF ′5 . Then (sF ′1 , . . . , sF ′5) = (4,4,4,6,6) or (sF ′1 , . . . , sF ′5) = (4,4,4,4,8). No-
tice that we need to insert the vertices and the edges of (a) into the same face of the presentation
of H . (sF ′1 , . . . , sF ′5) = (4,4,4,4,8) and the face is F ′5 with sF ′5 = 8. Let F = F ′5. Notice also
that |F ∩ {u1, u2, u3}| = 4 (the number of vertices of {u1, u2, u3} appearing in F ). We may as-
sume F ∩ {u1, u2, u3} = {w1,w2,w3,w4}. Thus, we obtain Fig. 4-1. To insert the vertices and
the edges in (a), we see that {w1,w2,w3,w4} = {u1, u3, u2, u3}. After inserting the vertices and
the edges in (a), we obtain Fig. 4-2, where {w1,w2,w3,w4} = F ∩ {v1, v2, v3, v4}.
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Since we need to insert the edges in (b) into F , we see that {w1,w2,w3,w4} = {v1, v2, v1, v2}.
Therefore, we obtain Fig. 4-3 after we insert the edges in (b) into F . If so, by identifying the path
v1 − u3 − v2 on the left-hand side with the path v2 − u3 − v1 on the right-hand side, we obtain a
non-orientable face F , a contradiction. Thus, γ (G) 2. 
Example 4.5. Let (R,m) be a finite local ring. If |R| = 8 and R is not a field, then γ (Γ (R)) = 1.
If |R| 9, then γ (Γ (R)) 2.
Proof. (i) Suppose |R| = 8 and R is not a field. Then |m| = 4 by the first paragraph of the proof
of Lemma 4.1. Let u1, . . . , u4 be the four units of R and v1, . . . , v4 be the four zero-divisors of R.
Then
V (G) = {u1, . . . , u4, v1, . . . , v4}
and
E(G) = {uiuj | 1 i < j  4} ∪ {uivj | 1 i, j  4},
where G = Γ (R). Since the subgraph of G induced by {u1, . . . , u4, v1} is K5, γ (G) 1. Fig. 5
shows that γ (G) = 1.
(ii) Suppose |R| 9. If R is a field or |R| > 9, then there are at least 8 units in R. Thus K8 is
a subgraph of Γ (R); so it follows that γ (Γ (R)) 2. Suppose now that |R| = 9 and R is not a
field. Then |m| = 3. Let u1, . . . , u6 be the six units of R and v1, v2, v3 be the three zero-divisors
of R. Then
V (G) = {u1, . . . , u6, v1, v2, v3}
and
E(G) = {uiuj | 1 i < j  6} ∪ {uivj | 1 i  6,1 j  3},
where G = Γ (R). Since the subgraph of G induced by {u1, . . . , u6} is K6, γ (G) 1. Notice that
|V (G)| = 9 and |E(G)| = 33. If γ (G) = 1, then any presentation of G on the surface of a tours
satisfies 9 − 33 + f = 0 and 2 · 33 3 · f , where f is the number of faces in the presentation.
However, there is no such solution, a contradiction. Thus, γ (Γ (R)) 2. 
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With the help of previous sections, we are able to find in this section all finite rings R such
that Γ (R) is of genera at most one.
Theorem 5.1. Let R ∼= R1 × · · · × Rk , where Ri is a finite local ring for every i and |R1| 
|R2| · · · |Rk|. Then γ (Γ (R)) 2 if one of the following holds:
(i) k  4.
(ii) k = 3 and |R3| 3.
(iii) k = 2 and |R2| 5.
(iv) k = 2 and |R1| 3.
(v) k = 1 and |R| 9.
Proof. (i) We may assume that k = 4. Since Γ (Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2) is a subgraph of Γ (R),
γ (Γ (R)) 2 by Example 4.4.
(ii) Since Γ (Z2 × Z2 × Z3) is a subgraph of Γ (R), γ (Γ (R)) 2 follows by Example 4.4.
(iii) We may assume that R1 ∼= Z2. By assumption, there are four distinct units a1, . . . , a4
in R2. Let ui = (0, ai), vi = (1, ai) for i = 1, . . . ,4 and v5 = (1,0); then the subgraph of Γ (R)
induced by {ui, vj | 1  i  4,1  j  5} contains K4,5 as a subgraph. Thus γ (Γ (R))  2 by
Lemma 2.2.
(iv) We may assume that R = Z3 × Z3. Let u1 = (1,1), u2 = (1,2), u3 = (2,1), u4 = (2,2),
u5 = (1,0), u6 = (0,1), u7 = (2,0) and u8 = (0,2); then the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by
{u1, . . . , u6} is K6. Thus γ (Γ (R)) 1 by Lemma 2.1. Let G be the subgraph of Γ (R) induced
by {u1, . . . , u8}. Observe that |V (G)| = 8 and |E(G)| = 26. If G can be embedded into the
surface of a torus, then G satisfies 8 − 26 + f = 0 and 2 · 26  3 · f , where f is the number
of faces of G in the embedding. However, there is no such solution, a contradiction. Therefore,
γ (Γ (R)) γ (G) 2.
(v) follows by Example 4.5. 
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a finite ring; then γ (Γ (R))  1 if and only if R is isomorphic to one
of the following rings: Z2, Z3, Z4, Z2[x](x2) , F4, Z5, Z7, Z8,
Z2[x]
(x3)
,
Z4[x]
(x2−2,2x) ,
Z2[x,y]
(x2,xy,y2)
,
Z4[x]
(2x,x2) ,
Z2 × Z2, Z2 × Z3, Z2 × F4, Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z2[x](x2) and Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
Proof. Assume that γ (Γ (R))  1. Since R is finite, R ∼= R1 × · · · × Rk for some finite local
rings Ri . We may assume that |R1|  |R2|  · · ·  |Rk|. By Theorem 5.1(i), we may further
assume that k  3. However, if k = 3, then R ∼= Z2 × Z2 × Z2 by Theorem 5.1(ii); so that Γ (R)
is planar by Fig. 6.
Assume now that k = 2. By Theorem 5.1(iii) and (iv), we need to only consider any one of
the rings: Z2 × Z2, Z2 × Z3, Z2 × F4, Z2 × Z4 and Z2 × Z2[x](x2) .
(i) R = Z2 × Z2. Since |Γ (R)| = 4, Γ (R) is planar.
(ii) R = Z2 × Z3. Γ (R) is planar by Fig. 7.
(iii) R = Z2 × F4. Suppose F4 = {0, a, a2, a3}. Let u1 = (1, a), u2 = (1, a2), u3 = (1, a3),
u4 = (1,0), u5 = (0, a), u6 = (0, a2), u7 = (0, a3) and u8 = (0,0); then it is easy to see that
Γ (R) is a subgraph of Γ (Z8) and the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by {u1, . . . , u5} is K5. Thus
γ (Γ (R)) = 1 by Example 4.5.
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(iv) R = Z2 ×Z4 or Z2 × Z2[x](x2) . Since Γ (Z2 ×Z4) = Γ (Z2 × Z2[x](x2) ), we need to only consider
the case R = Z2 × Z4. Let u1 = (1,1), u2 = (1,0), u3 = (1,2), u4 = (0,1), u5 = (0,3), u6 =
(1,3), u7 = (0,2) and u8 = (0,0); then the subgraph of Γ (R) induced by {u1, . . . , u5} is shown
in Fig. 1-1. Since Γ (R) contains a vertex u6 which is adjacent to ui for every i = 6, thus,
γ (Γ (R)) 1 by Remark 2.4(iii). Fig. 8 shows that γ (Γ (R)) = 1.
Finally, assume R is local. By Example 4.5, |R| 8. Observe that if R is a field of order n,
then Γ (R) = Kn. Therefore, if |R| = 8, then R is not a field, and so that R is isomorphic to one
of the following rings by [4, Table 1] or [7, Section 5]: Z8, Z2[x](x3) ,
Z4[x]
(x2−2,2x) ,
Z2[x,y]
(x2,xy,y2)
,
Z4[x]
(2x,x2) .
Observe that γ (Γ (R)) = 1 if R is any one of the rings above by Example 4.5. If R ∼= Z5 or
R ∼= Z7, then γ (Γ (R)) = 1 is clear. If |R| 4, then Γ (R) is planar. In this case, R is isomorphic
to one of the following rings: Z2, Z3, Z4, Z2[x](x2) , F4. 
From the proof of Theorem 5.2, we have the following.
Corollary 5.3. Let R be a finite ring; then Γ (R) is planar if and only if R is isomorphic to one
of the following rings: Z2, Z3, Z4, Z2[x](x2) , F4, Z2 × Z2, Z2 × Z3 and Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
6. Genera of Γ2(R)
The main goal of this section is to determine all finite rings R such that Γ2(R) is of genus at
most one. To accomplish this, as in Section 5, we provide some sufficient conditions for which
γ (Γ2(R)) 2. Observe that R is not local.
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|R2| · · · |Rk|. Then γ (Γ2(R)) 2 if one of the following holds:
(i) k  5.
(ii) k = 4 and |R4| 3.
(iii) k = 3 and |R3| 5.
(iv) k = 3 and |R2| 3.
(v) k = 2, R1 ∼= Z5 and |R2| 7.
(vi) k = 2, R1 ∼= F4 and |R2| 8.
(vii) k = 2, |R1| = 4, |R2| 8 and Ri is not a field for i = 1,2.
(viii) k = 2, R1 ∼= Z3, |R2| 8 and R2 is not a field.
(ix) k = 2, R1 ∼= Z2, |R2| 16 and R2 is not a field.
Proof. (i) We may assume that k = 5 and R = Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2. Let u1 =
(1,1,1,1,0), u2 = (1,1,1,0,1), u3 = (1,1,0,1,1), u4 = (1,0,1,1,1), u5 = (0,1,1,1,1),
v1 = (1,1,1,0,0), v2 = (1,1,0,1,0), v3 = (1,1,0,0,1), v4 = (1,0,1,1,0), v5 = (1,0,1,0,1),
v6 = (1,0,0,1,1), v7 = (0,1,1,1,0), v8 = (0,1,1,0,1), v9 = (0,1,0,1,1) and v10 = (0,0,1,
1,1). Let G be the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by {u1, . . . , u5, v1, . . . , v10}; then in G the de-
gree of ui is 10 for every i and the degree of vj is 6 for every j . Thus |V (G)| = 15 and
|E(G)| = 55. Moreover, γ (G)  1 as the subgraph of G induced by {u1, . . . , u5} is K5. If G
can be drawn on the surface of a torus, then G satisfies 15 − 55 + f = 0 and 2 · 55 3f , where
f is the number of faces in any presentation of G. However, there is no such solution. Therefore,
γ (Γ2(R)) γ (G) 2.
(ii) We may assume R = Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z3. Let u1 = (1,1,1,0), u2 = (1,1,0,1),
u3 = (1,1,0,2), u4 = (1,0,1,1), u5 = (1,0,1,2), u6 = (0,1,1,1), u7 = (0,1,1,2), w1 =
(1,1,0,0), w2 = (1,0,1,0), w3 = (0,1,1,0), w4 = (1,0,0,1), w5 = (1,0,0,2), w6 =
(0,1,0,1), w7 = (0,1,0,2), w8 = (0,0,1,1) and w9 = (0,0,1,2). Let G be the subgraph of
Γ2(R) induced by {u1, . . . , u7} and {w1, . . . ,w9}; then in G, deg(u1) = 12, deq(ui) = 9 for
i  2, deg(wi) = 6 for i  3 and deg(wi) = 4 for i  4. Thus |G| = 16 and |E(G)| = 54. Since
the subgraph of G induced by {u1, . . . , u7} contains K3,4 as a subgraph, γ (G)  1. Moreover,
if G can be drawn on the surface of a torus, then G satisfies 16 − 54 + f = 0 and 2 · 54 3f ,
where f is the number of faces in any presentation of G. However, there is no such solution.
Therefore, γ (Γ2(R)) γ (G) 2.
(iii) Since |R3|  5, there are four distinct units a1, . . . , a4 ∈ R3. Let ui = (1,0, ai), vi =
(0,1, ai) for i = 1, . . . ,4 and v5 = (1,1,0). Let G be the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by
{ui, vj | 1  i  4,1  j  5}; then K4,5 is a subgraph of G, so that γ (Γ2(R))  γ (G)  2
by Lemma 2.2.
(iv) We may assume that R = Z2 × Z3 × Z3. Let u1 = (1,1,0), u2 = (1,2,0), u3 = (1,0,1),
u4 = (1,0,2), u5 = (1,0,0), v1 = (0,1,1), v2 = (0,1,2), v3 = (0,2,1) and v4 = (0,2,2). Let
G be the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by {ui, vj | 1 i  5,1 j  4}; then K4,5 is a subgraph
of G. Thus γ (Γ2(R)) γ (G) = 2 by Lemma 2.2.
(v) If R2 is a field, then there are a1, . . . , a6 distinct units in R2. Let ui = (i,0) for i = 1, . . . ,4
and vj = (0, aj ) for j = 1, . . . ,6; then the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by {u1, . . . , u4, v1, . . . , v6}
is K4,6. Thus γ (Γ2(R)) 2 by Lemma 2.2. Thus, we may assume that R2 is not a field. However,
the conclusion then follows from (viii) as |R2| 8.
(vi) Let F∗4 = {a, a2, a3}. If R2 is a field, then there are b1, . . . , b7 distinct units in R2. Let
ui = (ai,0) for i = 1,2,3 and vj = (0, bj ) for j = 1, . . . ,7; then the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced
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assume that R2 is not a field. If so, the conclusion then follows from (viii) as |R2| 8.
(vii) Since R1 is not a field and |R1| = 4, there are exactly two units a1, a2 and one non-zero
zero-divisors a3 in R1. Moreover, since R2 is not a field and |R2|  8, there are at least four
distinct units b1, . . . , b4 and two distinct non-zero zero-divisors c1, c2 in R2. Let u1 = (a1,0),
u2 = (a1, c1), u3 = (a1, c2), vi = (0, bi) and vi+4 = (a3, bi) for i = 1, . . . ,4; then the subgraph
of Γ2(R) induced by {u1, u2, u3, v1, . . . , v8} is K3,8. It follows that γ (Γ2(R)) 2 by Lemma 2.2.
(viii) Since R2 is not a field and |R2|  8, there are at least four distinct units b1, . . . , b4
and two distinct non-zero zero-divisors c1, c2 in R2. Let ui = (i,0), ui+2 = (1, ci), ui+4 =
(2, ci) for i = 1,2 and vi = (0, bi) for i = 1, . . . ,4; then the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by
{u1, . . . , u6, v1, . . . , v4} is K4,6. It follows that γ (Γ2(R)) 2 by Lemma 2.2.
(ix) Since R2 is not a field and |R2|  16, there are at least eight distinct units b1, . . . , b8
and three distinct non-zero zero-divisors c1, c2, c3 in R2. Let ui = (1, ci) for i = 1,2,3 and
vi = (0, bi) for i = 1, . . . ,8; then the subgraph of Γ2(R) induced by {u1, u2, u3, v1, . . . , v8} is
K3,8. It follows that γ (Γ2(R)) 2 by Lemma 2.2. 
Theorem 6.2. Let R be a finite ring which is not local; then γ (Γ2(R))  1 if and only if R is
isomorphic to one of the following 26 rings: Z2 × Fq , Z3 × Fq , Z4 × Fq , Z2[x](x2) × Fq , Z2 × Z8,
Z2 × Z2[x](x3) , Z2 × Z4[x](x2−2,2x) , Z2 × Z2[x,y](x2,xy,y2) , Z2 × Z4[x](2x,x2) , Z2 × Z9, Z2 × Z3[x](x2) , Z3 × Z4, Z3 ×
Z2[x]
(x2)
, Z4 × Z4, Z4 × Z2[x](x2) , Z2[x](x2) × Z2[x](x2) , F4 × F4, F4 × Z5, F4 × Z7, Z5 × Z5, Z2 × Z2 × Z2,
Z2 × Z2 × Z3, Z2 × Z2 × F4, Z2 × Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z2 × Z2[x](x2) and Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
Proof. Assume that γ (Γ2(R)) 1. Since R is finite and not local, R ∼= R1 ×· · ·×Rk for some fi-
nite local rings Ri with k  2. We may assume that |R1| |R2| · · · |Rk|. By Theorem 6.1(i),
we may further assume that k  4. However, if k = 4, then R ∼= Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2 by Theo-
rem 6.1(ii). In this case, γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Example 4.3.
Assume that k = 3. Then by Theorem 6.1(iii) and (iv), we only need to consider the following
the rings: Z2 × Z2 × Z2, Z2 × Z2 × Z3, Z2 × Z2 × F4, Z2 × Z2 × Z4 and Z2 × Z2 × Z2[x](x2) . If
R = Z2 ×Z2 ×Z2, then Γ2(R) is planar by Fig. 9-1. If R is one of the others then γ (Γ2(R)) = 1
by Example 4.3.
Assume that k = 2. We proceed by considering |R1|.
Case 1. |R1| = 2. In this case, R1 ∼= Z2. If R2 is a field, then Γ2(R) is planar by Example 4.2.
Thus, we may assume that R2 is not a field. By Theorem 6.1(ix), |R2| = 4,8,9. If |R2| = 4,
then by Example 4.2, Γ2(R) is planar. In this case, R2 is isomorphic to either Z4 or Z2[x](x2) . If|R2| = 8,9, then γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Lemma 4.1. In this case, R2 is isomorphic to one of the
following by [4, Table 1] or [7, Section 5]: Z8, Z2[x](x3) ,
Z4[x]
(x2−2,2x) ,
Z2[x,y]
(x2,xy,y2)
,
Z4[x]
(2x,x2) , Z9 and
Z3[x]
(x2)
.
Case 2. |R1| = 3. In this case, R1 ∼= Z3. If R2 is a field, then Γ2(R) is planar by Example 4.2.
Thus, we may assume that R2 is not a field. By Theorem 6.1(viii), |R2| = 4. If |R2| = 4, then by
Fig. 9-2 Γ2(R) is planar. In this case, R2 is isomorphic to either Z4 or Z2[x](x2) .
Case 3. |R1| = 4. Assume R1 ∼= F4 for the moment. By Theorem 6.1(vi), |R2| = 4,5,7. If
|R2| = 7, then Γ2(R) − J (R) = K3,6, so that γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Lemma 2.2. If |R2| = 5, then
Γ2(R) − J (R) = K3,4, so that γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Lemma 2.2. If |R2| = 4, then R2 is isomorphic
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to Z4 or
Z2[x]
(x2)
or F4. If R2 = Z4 or Z2[x](x2) , then Γ2(R) is planar by Example 4.2. If R2 = F4, then
Γ2(R)− J (R) = K3,3, so that γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Lemma 2.2. Assume now that R1 is either Z4 or
Z2[x]
(x2)
. If R2 is a field, then Γ2(R) is planar by Example 4.2. Thus, we may assume that R2 is not
a field. By Theorem 6.1(vii), |R2| = 4 and R2 is isomorphic to Z4 or Z2[x](x2) . If so, γ (Γ2(R)) = 1
by Example 4.3.
Case 4. |R1| = 5. In this case, R1 ∼= Z5. By Theorem 6.1(v), |R2| = 5. If so, R ∼= Z5 ×Z5. Thus,
Γ2(R) − J (R) = K4,4. Therefore γ (Γ2(R)) = 1 by Lemma 2.2.
Case 5. |R1|  7. If R2 is a field, then Γ2(Z5 × Z7) is a subgraph of Γ2(R). Thus K4,6 is
a subgraph of Γ2(R), and it follows that that γ (Γ2(R))  2 by Lemma 2.2. If R2 is not a
field, then |R2|  8 and Γ2(Z3 × R2) is a subgraph of Γ2(R), so that γ (Γ2(R))  2 by The-
orem 6.1(viii). 
From the proof of Theorem 6.2, we have the following.
Corollary 6.3. Let R be a finite ring which is not local; then Γ2(R) is planar if and only if R
is isomorphic to one of the following rings: Z2 × Fq , Z3 × Fq , Z4 × Fq , Z2[x](x2) × Fq , Z3 × Z4,
Z3 × Z2[x](x2) , Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
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